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Ed’s Logbook

I really don’t like diving in cold water.
June and July in the southern hemisphere
means cold water diving and cold water
means sardine run time. Which means
I have to brave the cold and get in the
water. But it’s all worthwhile if the
sardines run and the resulting images
are remarkable.
This year was not a good sardine run
year. It goes like that and I’ve become
used to it over the years. So, this year
I went searching for reasons and with
some help from some friends found some
answers. We’ve written about it in our
sardine run article and there’s a link to
some scientific research if you want to
find out more. But for now, I’ll see you
next year in the same place and at the
same time looking for the sardines.
Further north of the sardine range is the
quiet and delightful camp called Rocktail
Bay. Doctors Lynne and Tim Hepplestone
visited, along with their twins, and we’re
delighted to publish their article on their
experience. We think their contribution
will have you booking your visit sharply.
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Heading north from Rocktail Bay, past
Mozambique, is the beautiful country of
Tanzania. Christopher Bartlett is busy
conducting a life-long affair with Tanzania
and its islands and he writes for us on
the attractions of island life. His images
certainly have me thinking hard about
my next trip … Mozambique or Tanzania,
which should it be?
This issue launches on 1 August and 8
days later, on the 9th of August, South
Africa celebrates National Women’s Day.
A public holiday, it commemorates the
national march of women on this day
in 1956 to petition against legislation
that required African persons to carry
the special identification documents
which curtailed an African’s freedom of
movement during the apartheid era. In
honour of National Women’s Day, we
launch our “supplement” to African Diver
and celebrate two very special women
divers from Africa.
We hope you enjoy the magazine and may
your bubbles always be free.
Cormac and Paul
Content s

Tanzania’s Islands
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Whether you are a diver who would like
to spend a few days on safari, or a safari
nut who would like to spend a few days
diving, Tanzania and its islands have
plenty to offer and excellent air links make
getting around a cinch. If you’re mad about
both like me, then it’s a dream come true.
In fact I’ve been seven times and the next
trip is already planned.
There are three main islands off the
coast, basking in the warm waters of the
Indian Ocean, each with its particular
attractions. Straight east from Dar-esSalaam (or simply “Dar”), the main port of
entry, lie the spice islands of the Zanzibar
archipelago, made up of bustling Unguja
(often erroneously referred to as Zanzibar),
and the hillier and sleepier Pemba. Slightly
to the south is the flat and sparsely
populated Mafia island, home to the Mafia
Island Marine Park.

Con t e n ts
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It takes a mere fifteen minutes to reach

If you are not into history or being

dropped in on Wattabomi, in the channel

Stone Town, the Zanzibari capital, from Dar

offered CDs of local music twenty times

between the atoll and the main island,

with Zan Air flying up to three times daily.

a day, then head straight out to one of

with fish-covered lattice corals carpeting

History buffs love Stone Town, with its

the two best dive bases on the island;

the seabed. Moving north from bommy

labyrinths of narrow streets and alleyways

Kendwa to the northwest, and Matemwe

to bommy we came across three green

flanked by crumbling mansions and

to the northeast. I decided that Stone

turtles having a snooze, heads tucked in

mosques.

Town’s attractions could wait and caught

a crevice, before gently profiling upwards

a ride up to Kendwa, checked-in to Sunset

over a sandy patch for our safety stop with

Bungalows, and headed straight down to

hundreds of garden eels swaying to the

the dive centre to catch the morning dive.

tune of an invisible snake charmer.

Once the centre of the East African slave
trade, its main attractions, other than
the old slave market (now topped by the
Anglican Cathedral), are the House of

30 minutes later I jumped into a RIB,

West Bank is another good site, and started

Wonders, the Omani Fort, Tippu Tip’s

skirted round the north of the island

at six metres, rolled down into a 40-metre

house, the Hamamni Persian Baths,

bouncing in the light chop, and made it to

drop-off, and was covered in reef fish,

massive Zanzibari wooden doors, and

Mnemba Atoll in just under 30 minutes.

hard and soft corals, and large schools of

Mercury’s restaurant and bar (Freddy

Mnemba is a shallow expanse of coral

fusiliers. There were the intriguing juvenile

of Queen fame is Unguja’s most

reef with a tiny heart-shaped island on its

black snapper, damsels in the staghorn

famous son) by Big Tree.

western fringe surrounded by some steep

coral, royal and emperor angelfish,

drop-offs, and is the “must-dive”

chocolate dips, blue-spotted rays, and two-

of Unguja.

bar clownfish. Thumbing through the fish

Forodhani Gardens comes alive at night

book back at the dive centre it was a case of

with a food market specialising in fresh
grilled seafood skewers, though there

With visibility of 20 metres or better

are plenty of good eateries that provide

there are a multitude of sites to dive, and

reasonably priced food and a table

its calm conditions make it suitable for

to eat it at.

novices and experienced divers alike. We
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“saw that, saw that, saw that, loads of them,
two of them, few of those, etc…”.
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However, due to its popularity, Mnemba can get quite busy.
Whilst it is rare to see other divers under water, there are
plenty of snorkelling boats puttering around occasionally
spoiling the feeling of having a private audience with the
fish.
Quieter local sites include Kichafi and Haji reefs and their
extensive lattice coral formations, peacock mantis shrimp,
magnificent anemones and resident skunk anemonefish and
leafish. Nankivell has fascinating formations of giant plate
corals, rays and medium-sized groupers while Hunga Reef,
with its interconnected bommies reminiscent of a fantasy
world, showed off a huge variety of hard and soft corals
and a monster rock lobster hiding in a cave, only its giant
antennae visible. Hunga was home to even bigger schools of
snapper, and the impressive crocodile flathead that can be
found in significant numbers resting on the sandy bottom in
gullies and between bommies. Rare finds included seahorses,
a Mauritius scorpionfish, and a Weedy scorpionfish - all 10
minutes from the dive centre.
The visibility can close in, down to 10 metres, but I used it
as an excuse to look for macro life, and wasn’t disappointed
- with an undescribed, nearly translucent cleaner shrimp
and some bright red Durban dancing prawns putting on a
fascinating show on my last dive before I returned to Stone
Town to fly north.

Con t e n ts
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The 30-minute half-empty flight yielded picture-postcard
aerial shots of Mnemba atoll and uninhabited islands and
reefs before touching down in Chake Chake, Pemba’s
biggest town, half-way up the west coast at the end of a long
mangrove-lined creek. The airport is a small ramshackle
affair, and despite a plethora of attractions including
atmospheric ruins, primeval forest, unique bird species,
deserted beaches, and some of the best diving in the Indian
Ocean, Pemba often hosts less than 100 tourists at any given
time.
Chake Chake has the only ATM on the island and is the
main commercial centre, but don’t expect to find a Wallmart.
There are several narrow streets of small shops (many selling
khangas - the local sarong - and fabrics), tailors, and the odd
local takeaway with soggy chips and chewy meat skewers.
There is a market with fresh produce, where fishmongers
are often seen wheeling their goods around in the baskets of
their bicycles. And it’s well worth a wander round the dusty
streets. Other than the daladalas (public transport on flatbeds
fitted out with bench seats and a low roof), the only traffic to
watch out for around the market might be the odd ox-cart.
A few hundred metres north of Barclays Bank I went past the
main mosque, where grazing cattle straying into the penalty
area occasionally interrupted a pick-up game of soccer.
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The lack of tourism and low coastal
habitation have helped keep Pemban reefs
in good condition. During the European
summer when the cooler water comes
up there are plenty of rainbow runners,
kingfish, sailfish, yellowfin tuna, pilot
and bigeye trevallies - they like the
slightly cooler water coming up from the
deep channel between the island and the
mainland between May and November.
Renowned marine biologist and author,
Dr Ewald Lieske, thinks that the three
gaps of Uvinje, Fundo, and Njao are very
special, partly due to the diversity of fishes,
marine scenery, and good coral health, and
because there are no people that impact the
kindergarten as it is too deep.
In an interview in 2010 he said “these three
gaps always have something to offer the
diver. Good coral growth, good fish life,
and sponge growth. That is important for
diversity, these big barrel sponges and finger
sponges. Uvinje has a very good fish count.
It is better than 60 places that I have seen
on an expedition in the Maldives in Spring
2007 with 16 biologists. And that is saying
something.” It certainly is, and the sheer,
coral-covered walls of these gaps are the
main reason I keep coming back here.
Con t e n ts

Swahili Divers and the Kervan Saray

endearing. The accommodation was built

Beach eco-resort on the northwest coast are

in 2008 from local materials, and the quarry

run by Farhat Jah, a seemingly eccentric

where the bricks were cut is, well, a stone’s

mixture of Turkish and Indian heritage with

throw away. It is the best priced on the

a British upbringing, and his Dutch wife,

island with both dorm beds and double

Cisca. Known by locals as Mr. Raf, and just

suites, and good value packages. Food

Raf to anyone else, there is something of

is wholesome and filling, and is locally

a young Basil Fawlty in him that, whilst

sourced and cooked with love on charcoal

a little surprising initially, is ultimately

stoves (chocolate biscuit cake a speciality).
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As the RIB zipped across the top of the
flat sea, taking us to Deep Freeze, Raf
regaled me with stories from ten years on
Pemba. He pioneered much of the diving
from the island, and has discovered many
of the sites himself, hence the odd names.
You’ll find no Aquarium here, instead:
Deep Freeze, Slobodan’s Bunker (after the
ex-Serbian warmonger), Egger ’s Ascent,
and Emilio’s Back Passage to name a few.
With a wealth of knowledge of the reefs
and conditions, years of experience, and a
passion for underwater photography and
videography, you can pick up a host of tips
from Raf, provided you can keep up with
the rapid-fire conversation.
The ride had been soothing, re-enforcing
the remoteness of this small island 50
kilometres off the coast of one of the
poorest countries in the world. We passed
locals in sailing dhows or dugouts, fishing
teams of up to ten men swam nets into a
circle, slapping the water as they went to
scare fish into the net.
A lone spear fisherman here and there
in Jacques Cousteau mask and an elbowgrease-powered spear, hunted for dinner.
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Looking down as we kitted up, the table
corals twenty metres below were clearly
visible. Backwards roll, hot tub, OK, going
down. Equalize, all together, look around.
WOW - with a capital W. On one side
was a wall, like the top of a submerged
mountain, covered in hard and soft corals
of all descriptions, positively teeming with
fish.
On the other, the bluest blue, near perfect
visibility, dropping down, and down,
and down. Lucky there’s no point talking
underwater, because I was speechless.
There was not one moment when there
was not something to watch. The surface
interval snack of still-warm crepes was
taken on a deserted island of fossilized
coral and white sand before heading off
to Slobodan’s Bunker, best described by
looking down on your hand with digits
splayed, each gap a ravine in the reef full
of marine life. Skirting round the end of
one finger, the faint but unmistakeable
outline of a hammerhead cruised past in
the distance.
Sharks and rays are not everyday
occurrences here, but I seem to bring luck
with me. The following day, at Le Trek, we
watched four Napoleon Wrasse pass below
us and a school of barracuda cruise by
as we kept the wall on our left shoulder.
Then one of the five other clients started
babbling and bubbling loudly, pointing

back to the right. And along came a sixmetre wingspan
Manta, accompanied by the largest and
ugliest old cobia I have ever laid my eyes
upon. She glided by on the outside to
the edge of visibility, then turned, slowly
soaring back, under me and up over the
group.
Over the next two days, I had the depths
and the schools of big-eye jacks of Snapper
Point, the barracudas, grouper and assorted
morays at Trigger Wall and Trigger Corner,
and the pipefish of Murray’s Wall and the
eels, nudibranchs, and anemonefish of
Egger ’s Ascent and Chelsea Gin and the
gazillion fish of beautiful Manta Point (but
no more mantas) to play with. Dives were
broken up by picnics on tidal sand islands
and incredible coves in cyan waters under
cloudless skies. It was blissful; more dream
diving.
Maybe it’s a mix of the remoteness of the
island, the remoteness of Raf’s sites, and a
touch of the dreamer in me, but the diving
here felt like real adventure; as if all I
needed was a red woolly hat and I was the
re-incarnation of Commandant Cousteau.
There was little time for dreaming though,
as it was time to indulge in some more
island hopping, via Stone Town and Dar,
and venture into the unknown to check
out Mafia Island.
Content s
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Mafia island lies 30 minutes south-west of Dar-es-Salaam by
light aircraft and has two main attractions: snorkelling with
the seasonal whale sharks off the east coast of Kilidoni from
December to March, and diving on the outer reefs of the west
coast and a couple of passes on the edge of Chole Bay, the
location of several dive lodges.
Kinasi Lodge is the pick of the bunch, with a beautiful pool
and beach, thoughtfully appointed rooms, and plentiful
gourmet cuisine. Owner Peter Byrne is a committed
environmentalist and the lodge has solar water heating, biogas,
composting and grey water recycling projects on the go. With
only 13 suites spread around the large grounds, it is easy to
relax and feel pampered and for those who would like further
pampering, there is a spa and massage centre on site with a
resident Thai masseuse and masseur. In terms of a luxury to
price ratio, Kinasi Lodge is certainly one of the best places I
have visited, anywhere.
The totally chilled atmosphere is reflected throughout.
Diving is carried out from a traditional wooden dhow
powered by outboards. Departing after breakfast, lunch is
generally taken on the boat between dives, unless tides
dictate an early start in which case a hearty mid-morning
snack is the order of the surface interval and late lunch
is taken on returning to the lodge.
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Kinasi Pass is relatively barren in terms

The sites at Gina’s Pass and Juani are

individuals, and during one quiet five-

of coral when compared to Pemba, but it

covered in soft purple and pink corals

minute spell, a devil ray turned up and

and schools of blue-lined, five-lined, and

started doing underwater loop-the-loops

Bengal snapper, and are excellent places to

lest I get bored. Fantastic.

has a surprising quantity of fish - snappers
are plentiful, morays and schools of
barracuda are common, and it is rare to
not see at least one large grouper per dive
here. This is due to the tide that brings
in fresh seawater and nutrients every
twelve hours; which also means that it is
important to dive it on a slack tide so as to
get the best visibility and the least current.
Of the reefs outside the pass to the
north, Dindini caves north and south are
a long series of overhangs in the rock wall
that drop from the reef top at six metres
down to the bottom at around 30 metres.
Visibility is nearly always over 20 metres
here and often more, and the overhangs
are favourite haunts of large potato
groupers. These cuties can grow up to two
metres long and 200 kilos, and often treat
divers with curiosity. Twice they happily
hung around to have their picture taken
and show that they were not disturbed by
our presence. There is also good macro-life
on the walls, with plenty of whip corals
and resident gobies.
Con t e n ts

encounter turtles.
But what about elephants and lions?
On my last full day we headed over

Well the so-called Northern Circuit has

to the west coast as it was whale shark

the world famous and unforgettable

season. Between late November and March

Ngorongoro Crater, the Serengeti and

plankton blooms occur in the channel

its massive migration, and the lesser

between the island and the Rufiji river

known but most enjoyable Manyara and

estuary, attracting the biggest species of fish

Tarangire National Parks. The former is

in the ocean on an almost daily basis.

a UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve and
home to the lake of the same name with

On a custom-built boat with metre-wide

huge flocks of flamingos and pelicans and

flat pontoons we headed of in search of

its famous tree-climbing lions. The latter

them. Spotting the dorsal fin of a surface-

has massive and fantasy-world baobab

feeding sub-adult, the skipper positioned

trees, herds of elephants, and over 500

us in its path and in we went. Finning

bird species. Both are also excellent for

alongside a four-and-half-metre male,

most African mammal species, though

I snapped away hopefully, the sunlight

the UN World Heritage Site Ngorongoro

over my shoulder making viewing head-

Crater is the only place where black

on almost impossible, trying to catch the

rhinos can be found in Tanzania.

yellow fish riding its bow-wake. Once it
had moved on, the boat picked us up and

The south is home to the very accessible

took us further ahead again, when another

Mikumi National Park and the beautiful

one popped up 15 metres away, followed by

and little-visited gem of Ruaha, the

a third. In total we probably saw five or six

continent’s largest National Park.
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This rolling wilderness, studded with
the great angular-branched baobab trees,
and intersected by the Ruaha river, is
known for its magnificent elephant
population, huge herds of buffalo as
well as for other mammals and, in
particular, its bird life. With personal
Park fees at 25 USD instead of the 100
USD charged at the flagship parks in
the north, and with access from Dar-esSalaam by vehicle, Ruaha and Mikumi
are attractive options.
As well as diving and safaris there are
also treks with donkey portage through
the Ngorongoro highlands to splendid
Lake Natron with its flamingos, the
Olduvai Gorge, where a 1.8 million year
old hominid fossil was unearthed, and
Ol Doinyo Lengai, a 2878-metre active
volcano.
For those who like a real challenge,
4566-metre Mount Meru in Arusha
National Park is particularly steep in
parts, and of course there is the climb
to Uhuru Peak, the highest point
on the continent aside from Mount
Kilimanjaro.
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MARINE
C O N S E RVAT I O N

I N TA N Z A N I A
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Africa has become synonymous with the
word corruption. There is considerable
debate as to whether NGOs in developing
nations do more harm than good, and sadly
the media is not short of material when
it wants to, quite rightly, inform us about
how we continue to mess up eco-systems
on a worldwide level, although too little
attention is paid to the marine world.
Yet it is possible to find examples of
successful marine conservation initiatives
in Africa run by NGOs, and the east African
nation of Tanzania, more feted for famous
national parks in the Serengeti and the
Ngorongoro Crater conservation area, is a
good case in point. Internationally-funded
Sea Sense, privately run and self-financing
Chumbe Island Marine Park and eco-lodge,
and the locally set up Youth Volunteers

Initially set up in two villages in a Dar es
Salaam suburb, Youth Vision of Kigamboni
(YVK) has grown to take on a number
of tasks, ranging from beach clean-ups
to education to campaigning against the
hugely destructive and wasteful practice of
dynamite fishing.

K Project: all three list preservation and
education high as their key objectives and
the best means to protect the marine life we
should all cherish, but in different ways and
on different levels.

Con t e n ts

By lighting a stick of TNT and tossing it
onto shallow coral reef, practitioners of this
illegal technique create a huge pressure
wave that kills many fish in the vicinity. It
also obliterates the coral it explodes on and

less than 20% of the fish killed float to the
surface. To combat this, YVK’s founder,
Mr Mfaume Athumani Ally, embarked on
an educational campaign that is now
starting to bear fruit. Through the World
Wildlife Fund a dozen villages along the
Indian Ocean in the area have been made
aware of the effects of dynamite fishing.
“During the sensitization campaign which was
conducted in December last year, we agreed that
every village should form its own committee to
protect marine creatures from dynamite,”
Mr Ally said.
Page 3 9 | w w w. a fr ic a ndi ve r. com

cover all management costs, with donors

made biodegradable soaps. Organic waste

of the Zanzibar archipelago located 22

such as the WWF, the Southern African

is composted, other waste is removed and

miles off the coast, lies Chumbe Island

Development Community, and other

laundry is washed off the island. Guests

and its privately run and self-financing

organisations contributing to specific

marine reserve: Chumbe Island Coral

projects. Rainwater catchment provides

Park (CHICOP). Set up in 1993 by

shower water that is heated by solar power.

A few miles from Stone Town, the capital

Sybille Riedmuller, a former aid worker,

are given solar torches for walking to the
restaurant at night to avoid light pollution
and protect feeding and breeding patterns
of nocturnal animals.

conservationist and diving enthusiast,
the aim is to create a marine park where

CHICOP employs and trains local

profits from tourism would help support

people as park rangers, guides, and

conservation and environmental education.

tourism industry workers. The rangers
Over-fishing and destructive fishing

and guides educate fisherman about the

practices (such as dynamite fishing,

importance of coral reefs and of a small

smashing corals to chase fish into encircling

no-take zone as a breeding sanctuary for

nets, and beach seining) are common in

fisheries. As a result, CHICOP has been

the region. Chumbe Island was chosen

able to demonstrate that protection of the

an excellent location for conservation and

Chumbe reef helps restock over-fished

because it is uninhabited, traditionally

reefs beyond the waters of the sanctuary.

closed to fishing and because its location
close to the shipping channel between
Zanzibar and mainland Tanzania, and

Photovoltaic energy is used for lighting

it is therefore relatively well preserved.

and communication. Composting toilets

extensive research, some in cooperation

avoid any sewage and save precious

with the University of Dar es Salaam’s

water, while biological greywater filtration

Institute of Marine Sciences and the

cleans shower and kitchen water. Water

Zanzibar Departments of Environment,

pollution is minimized through locally

Forestry, and Fisheries.

Applying state-of-the-art eco-architecture
and eco-technology, the island’s ecobungalows provide sufficient income to
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CHICOP has hosted and conducted
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For Lina Nordlund, Chumbe’s conservation and education
manager, education is the key and CHICOP has become a
pioneer in the field of coral reef ecology and nature conservation
environmental education. Though Zanzibar is a coral island and
Tanzania has extensive coral reefs, school syllabi do not cover
coral reef ecology and the general public has little awareness of
its importance as a valuable natural resource. In 2010 over 1000
teachers and pupils attended courses run by CHICOP. To further
assist marine education in Tanzania, CHICOP is in the process of
creating lesson packs for secondary school teachers with pupil
and teacher worksheets for outdoor lessons. Using a step-by-step
lesson plan, teachers will be able to give informative, accurate,
and interesting lessons on subjects ranging from eco-tourism to
biodiversity, eco-technology and conservation.
In 15 years of successful management, Chumbe Island has won
many prestigious international awards and become a centre of
exceptional biodiversity and a breeding sanctuary for endangered
and rare species. The Chumbe Reef Sanctuary has over 420 fish
species and 200 species of stone coral and the Forest Reserve
is the last undisturbed semi-arid ‘coral rag’ forest in Zanzibar.
With support from the Munich-Hellabrunn Zoo, Flora and
Fauna International, and the Chicago Zoological Society, in 1999
a translocation program made Chumbe Island a sanctuary for
highly endangered endemic Aders’ duikers (Cephalophus adersi),
threatened by poaching and habitat destruction in Zanzibar.
Con t e n ts
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Chumbe also harbours the world’s largest
known population of rare Coconut crabs
(Birgus latro).
The park is a great example that private
management of a marine protected area can
be effective and economically viable, even
in a challenging political climate, and that
private conservation initiatives can bear
real, tangible fruits.
Set up in 2001, Dar-based Sea Sense
is another private initiative and is now
the largest of the Tanzanian marine
conservation organisations. With primary
goals of turtle, reef, and dugong protection,
this internationally funded NGO has been

Born Free, PADI’s Project Aware, and the

promote their protection and preservation,

massively successful in implementing

EU figure highly) to be channelled into

the finder is then paid 100 shillings for

working turtle nest protection strategies.

other projects.

every hatchling that reaches the sea, and
50 for each bad egg. On average a nest

Through a community-based approach

Concentrating their efforts on the island

contains 100 successful hatchlings and 20

applying village level conservation

of Mafia and its marine park, southeast

initiatives, Sea Sense provides financial

of Dar, in 2002, Sea Sense started paying

incentives and tangible rewards that

a 5,000 Tanzanian Shilling (USD 3.30)

will become fully self-funding and self-

“finder ’s incentive” to locals who reported

sustaining in the future, allowing funds

the location of a turtle nest and it’s once

a hotel employee’s wage is 45 USD a month,

from donors (amongst whom the WWF,

commonly-consumed eggs. In order to

this is a considerable amount.
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bad eggs. Whilst the total sum of around 11
USD may seem very little, in a community
of subsistence fishermen in a country where
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The status of turtles in the Western Indian Ocean region

Since its inception, 65 conservation officers have been trained

was first assessed in the mid 1970s when populations

and 34 are currently active carrying out daily patrols, looking for

of all species were reported to be declining. Subsequent

new nests and stranded turtles, relocating nests that are in danger

studies indicate that turtle populations have continued to
decline - human activities accounting for approximately
85% of turtle mortalities and illegal take-offs in the form
of poaching of turtle meat, eggs and oil, and gillnets and

of being washed away, and watching out for illegal activities.
Recording their findings in a logbook and with disposable cameras,
they report to village leaders and district fisheries officers.

prawn trawling pose a serious threat in inshore waters.
To make the eggs of further economic value, eco-tourism
initiatives have been started where tourists receive a talk
about turtle conservation and view the nesting sites and,
if they are lucky, the hatchlings coming out of the nest
and making their dash to the sea. The proceeds from the
10 USD fee collected is split between Sea Sense to cover
some of its operating costs, and a village environment
fund managed by Sea Sense. To date the funds have been
used to refurbish a primary school, install freshwater
storage tanks, and to purchase and set up solar panels.
In nine years the egg predation rate has gone from 80%
to less than 1%, due directly to this scheme and the ongoing work of Sea Sense’s conservation officers. In 2008

Acting as ambassadors for conservation, they help educate

Sea Sense started a turtle nest protection project on the

fishermen in the use of sustainable fishing practices, and have been

mainland in co-operation with a Pangani-based dive

called upon as witnesses in legal proceedings.

center, Kasa Divers. (Kasa meaning turtle in Swahili)
and tourist donations are already covering fuel and
administration costs.

Sea Sense also works closely with the Tanzanian government in
an advisory capacity, providing technical and scientific input into
a dugong and turtle memorandum of understanding. Dugongs are

The final objective is for both projects to become

the most endangered marine mammal of the Western Indian Ocean.

entirely community run and self-sustaining.
Con t e n ts
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Once abundant in Tanzania, populations

undertaken along the coast to assess

have declined due to hunting, net

the status and distribution of dugongs.

captures and habitat degradation and

The results suggested the existence of

until recently they were believed to have

two small populations in the Rufiji-

disappeared from Tanzania’s tropical

Kilwa-Mafia and Tanga regions and live

waters. The first tangible evidence of

dugongs have also been reported in the

the continued survival of dugongs

Rufiji-Mafia area.

in Tanzanian waters for 74 years was
provided in early 2004, when two

Whilst many would say that

animals that had drowned in gillnets in

governments should be doing the

the shallow seagrass beds between Mafia

sterling work currently carried out by

Island and the Rufiji Delta were delivered

these private organisations, the fact is

to Sea Sense. In 2005, another four

that, for whatever reason, they are not,

animals also drowned in gillnets (three in

and without the efforts, vision, and

the Rufiji-Mafia area and one off the east

perseverance of a small but growing

coast of Zanzibar).

number of individuals, the marine

Over the past four years, Sea Sense
has conducted an awareness campaign
among artisanal fishers about the status
and threats to dugongs. Additional
activities include community action,
capacity building and research. In 2003,
a nationwide questionnaire survey was
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environment would be in a worse state.
Tanzania and its islands are home to
diverse and healthy reef systems and
their preservation can only come
through further education and
community-centred projects.
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